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Overlooking Italy,.

Friday morning»

■ The rays, of the setting, sun 'were falling ..on the-'mainland of Italy when I

climbed -through the pinewoods above Messina, the finest natural observation post
from which it has ever been my privilege to overlook ■enemy territory*

Stand with me in imagination on the crest of this Sicilian ridge* It is. a.

sufficiently historic moment for it is the eve of the-fourth anniversary of

Britain*s entry into the war against Nazism and it is the eve of the assault-on the

mainland of Europe - Hitler’s so-called European, fortress,. -t. ■ >;: >

The crest of this ridge is some two thousand five hundred.feet .above the

level of the Straits* It is approached by ajzpgzqg path winding sha.tp.ly upwards

through, thick, pinewoods -

very different country from the. lush Mediterranean shore

below* ■ • ,t.: ;

On the extreme left of the panorama the rock of Scylla Juts abruptly out to

sea looking not unlike the foot of a gigantic sphinx, end in tho immediate fore-

ground a patch of oily looking sea occasionally subject to violent commotions is

the basis for legendary Charybdis* On tho opposite shore a bare three miles from

Messina are a chain of fishing villages*

That1 s what you would have soon if you had .boon with mo on the evening of

September second of historic memory - a peaceful blue channel.,, a chain of fishing

villages and behind mountains rising steeply eastward with here and there dark

patches of -wood*

And without moving one* s. positiononc may turn., one’s head from viewing the sea

east of Sicily and gaze upon the Tyrennian Sea to the north, . while the thinnest sliver

of a new moon climbs into the'calm September sky.

It was a fitting panorama on ‘which the curtain rose on a.- new art of this

mighty drama'of. civilization Is struggle against Nazi tyranny# TThat was tho most

striking of .all, what abides most in the memory is the extraordinary pcacofulnoss of

the scone. All was still and silent on that opposite coast three miles distant. Prom

time to time a British gun
- neither distant nor random - would speak from one of our

battcries, one “would mark the burst of shell on the other side of tho Straits and

•watch and listen for some reply from enemy guns. But there was no reply. Yet one knew

that those rugged hills concealed enemy batteries-masked with every form of camouflage
that ingenuity could devise, those narrow, strips of beach were evil with rows of

barbed wire and hidden mines, .and these'apparently innocuous homos of fishermen

contained traps “which would bring death to the unwary.

Since that September day four years ago when I stood in the Post Office Square

in Warsaw and saw German bombers overhead I have boon to battle under many different

conditions, I have driven and flown, and sailed and walked, to battle. But I wonder

whether any approach has had more of a bizarre quality than that of yesterday.

To drive up the now familiar coastal road .to Messina was to join a long'

procession of vehicles moving up to their “battle positions. Our guns wore of course

with insignificant exceptions already in position, hut the remainder of the army

seemed to he driving northwards though in reality it 'was only a small fraction

moving up at this eleventh hour. There were infantry in trucks and lorries, there

were road-going landing craft hy the score, there were supply trucks, there were

staff cars, there were ambulances. And in and out of thisaenvalcade countless jeeps
- the scrum-halves of motor transport - were threading their way.

This road has changed out of all knowledge in the past month, prom tho

multitude of road signs in English it is difficult to recall at times that one is

driving through a foreign country. It is literally true that between Syracuse and

Taormina there is not 0. quarter-mile stretch without Its road sign - often not a

hundred yards. There are innumerable signs indicating locations of units - brigades,

regiments, battalions# There are signs indicating the presence
of what might bo

called ’’public utilities'5*
- Royal Engineers’ workshops, transit camps, field dressing

stations, salvage dumps, field hospitals and NAAFI-S, There arc AMGOT notices.

There is a. whole class of notices about road diversions. /
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Then there are notices of what ini_ ht be called a warning nature ~ warning about

surface of road warning about bridges warning abut the necessity of. keeping-

vehicles reasonably dispersed. There are warninga about- dangers of malaria

and recommendations f :.r countering it* There are warnings-'about the danger

of enemy fire from opposite side of the Sttraits, The-most■effective of these that

I saw was al little south of Messina, It read"I.f you want a thrill pull up here

and wait* The Boche can see you an I funerals are cheap”. But there was one

warning that y u no longer see anywhere along, the Sicilian road and that is a

warning about the desirability of roofspotters in cars. It isn’t there because

the need for r cfspcttcrs’hasn f t arisen. It hasn’t arisen because the enemy

air force hasn’t appeared in daytime and attacked our road communications. One

drove slowly of-necessity,
“

It took me nearly eight hours to. c..ver the eighty
'odd.miles from Lentini t Messina - owing t the amount of vehicles moving up

with' similar purpose and owing to the number of diversions caused by destructions

of bridges, nil these diversions now the names of battles famous in the’

annals of the. Eighth army - Alarnein,Mareth, Mkarit, an d others.

Almost every accessible beach is'crowded with ‘landing craft drawn up side

by.side on the very edge of the sea. One jg reminded' irr&sistably^f 1 racehorses keyed

up, .and waiting, for the starters pistol, And in the sea with the enemy coastline

clearly in view a very few miles distant the. men who would start n their task

of liberating Europe. -,:-n the morrow were placidly, bathing just as twentyfive
centuries ag the Spartans on eve of battle were accustomed t : relax combing
their hair anoint in their bodies,’

End sc in full view rf enemy observation pests we drove peacably and

unmolested-t: our battle positions. The people of towns and villages we

passed thr.ugh seemed instinctively to know that new'phase in liberati :n was

"ab ut to begin. *

v
/

They stood at their '. -ers waving encouragement to' .the troops-Many carried

baskets of fruit and as our vehicles .moved past they tossed pears" and lemons and

bunches of rapes into bur cars. It was a warmheart,ed/£^ner' :
us gestured Chubby cheek

children - for the children here are not hungry as they are in occupied Europe.-
called ut for biscuits mere or less as matter of course for men of the Eighth'

array have shewn themselves as I have often remarked before the gentlest army
in the world where civilians and particularly children are concerned.

Leanin■ gracefully on balcony railings of the houses prettily 'dressed girls
(.ana all the girls seem to have .put on their Smartest frocks for the occasion)
cperatically flirted their fans as the troops drove past. Battle -prelude is >ms

incredibly ”stagey" as all that.

The walls of these towns anI villages still tc-alr' the words "Mussolini" and

"Duce" at frequent intervals. Only in a fa& places has any ne tr übled to

expunge. them as yh. T ; Italian people they mean just as little as the signature
of a. discarded 1 ver on an ;1" dance programme. Per the Eighth army is going
to war' again, -rid to thg; people of Sicily that, is of greater interest than the

sum total of Fascist leaders cracker mottoes.
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